
you can be happy living with?

MARCH 8 - 14  2020
Theme for this week – Avoiding Overwhelm 
with Self Purification in many forms.

March 9 -Two major themes, the Full Moon in
Virgo ( 19* ) and Mercury coming out of Retrograde at 
28* Aquarius 
The Full Moon at 19* Virgo oppose Sun 

and Neptune conjoined at 19* Pisces.  
March 9, 2020.

Project an ideal goal into your future. It might be a healing, a 
resurrection of sorts, for self, body, health and past mistakes. 
The realization a healing is required is so helpvul now. What could 
it be for you? Healing past body damage, psychology and/or  
mental life strain.
Healing from world fear, programming and weaponized 
information, agendas and unfortunate circumstances. The full 
moon could trigger stress from the unknown, reaching an 
emotionally full capacity. 
The Full Moon could support many to reach an ultimate 
realization of what one must do to thrive, narrowed down to the 
individual and global needs. What do you need in order to thrive?

Transcend the negative 

Avoiding the see-saw pattern 
of swinging to Idyllic beliefs 
and escaping into 
fantasy,obsessions or 
throwing  oneself into 
extreme micro details of 
critical thinking.

PERSONAL:
 Idealist romanticism concepts and living in a theme of high expectations of outcomes, yet not 
paying attention to the logistics of how to get there. Neptune conjoins the Sun in Pisces (the idyllic 
concepts or irrational fears) a dreamy vision held in our hearts  which could very well, come true!  
However, the Neptune conjunction creates a serious  intensity within ones' mind as to how 
something should be, or play out.
GLOBAL:
High level fixation upon any one potentially disturbing global scenario, losing oneself in opinions  
and beliefs of worse case scenarios, checking out or over preparedness and panic. or what could 
happen, God forbid!
Moon in Virgo: Tendency to talk oneself out of things, be too hard, negative, lacking what it will take 
to ever achieve the positive outcome. Finding too much that's wrong with this picture. 
The Full Moon marks a moment where Pisces/Virgo issues reach maximum saturatian of a worse case 
scenario with the forecast of the future.  Raise your frequency with beautiful music,Tibetan chants 
play them in the background, essential oils  cleansing and fasting to get clear. It's a time of purging, 
purification, fresh air and sun. It's a time of re-aligning ones' diet to the ultimate power foods, 
enzymes, raw and fresh.   



Be wary of sicknesses, acute illnesses, accidents and mishaps energetic attacks
 upon ourselves, body, well being, seemingly coming out of nowhwere.
Losses and misfortunes.   Let's sheild up and roll this off of ourselves.

Here is the affirmation:

“Archangel Michael, we call you into action to release now, tremendous 
blue lightening power, penetrating into the cause and core of this Full 

Moon in Virgo, all disease, misfortune, panic, fear, sense of loss, doom, 
and media hypnosis. We command you into action now, to seal us in your 

invincible shields of protection. Throw off and out of our worlds all 
unnecessary suffering and set backs of any kind and secure us in the 
shining brilliant dazzling blue fire light that repels all darkness and 

manipulations, now and forever, Amen.”

The Full Moon trines several planets in Capricorn, which enhancescooperation, 
creative solutions and collaboration with others. This will bring help, assistance and 
support for each other. It brings a willingness from others to work with you and 
support your vision. (Full Moon trine Mars, Jupiter and Pluto at 15, 21*and  Pluto at 
24* Capricorn. 

March 9 -  Venus conjoin Uranus 
(Uranus rules  the Mercury in Aquarius turning  direct ( leaving retrograde))

 This cycle intensifies the novel, unusual, experimental and eccentric.  It brings into our 
lives innovative people and events. It fills us with excitement and fresh new 
breakthroughs. It helps work with the higher realms, angels and spiritual beings who 
when called into action form a transcendental atmosphere of innovative transmutation 
and solutions to problems, individually and collectively. Venus releases love and magnetizes 
all that is healthy, good and increases vitality in the blood, the network of people, money, 
economy and social scenarios while Uranus stimulates the innovative, the shocking, 
unusual, bringing revelations of information with social situations. Uranus and Venus 
combined creates social dynamics which are subject to both exciting revelations  and 
also possible shock over never heard of before technologies, science and  engineering 
( mechanically engineered, technical and biological { the sign of Taurus}

From now until the first week In June, create a plan to consistently take action week after week to 
feed something, nurture or engage in something in order to reach a particular goal that is about, 
purification, purging, fixing, making it right, uplifting and accelerating something into a higher 
form.
The desire to fix things and make them better is  the key theme right now throughout the week.  
Getting real and practical about your vision, yet allowing self to see the situation with  a fresh pair 
of eyes, someone who does not have your patterns, habits, mind set or familiar sabotaging 
behaviors.



March 9   Venus/Uranus  in Taurus sextiles the North Node trines South Node

Very positive for inspired action taken towards successful solutions, activities, decisions and 
social/financial activities in your life, a business, a community. Harmony and cooperation, 
support and some signs of success are beginning, now throughout March. Science, economy, 
technology, medicine Breakthroughs.
March 11  Sun/Neptune in Pisces sextiles the Jupiter at 21* Capricorn
Excellent for advertising, marketing, spreading positive uplifting information. It is an expansive 
cycle for hearing good news, feeling optimistic and hopeful.  Excdellent for important events. 
Spiritual grace is granted if asked.

March 14     Mars in Capricorn sextiles the Neptune in Pisces 
Assertive action taken in collaboration with partners, friends or other professionals regarding 

all things related to Neptune. 
Neptune List:

Big visions, planning out strategic outcomes on schedule/calendar
Hospitals, health care

Clinics, biology
Lymphatic system, cures, homeopathy, oils, medicines and remedies

Water, saunas, spiritual purging, meditations, fasting, prayer
Visualization, vision boards, media, videos, music and higher thought forms.

The Ocean, Higher Realms, Mountain Retreats, Escape.    PLAN!

March 14   -   Sun/ Neptune in Pisces 24* sextile Pluto at 24* Capricorn 

Powerful friends, influential  people could assist in partnering to bring something into physical 
reality. Positive talks organizing mind and collaboration with professionals making greater strides 
than if left to oneself.

March 14   Uranus at 4* Taurus sextile  North Node at 4* Cancer  A moment in time where a 
big breakthrough can emerge, and bring you into a greater sense of freedom and liberation. It is as if 
some problem is going away now, and a new truth is becoming clear. 
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